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GET FIT!!GET FIT!!
GET FIT!!
GET FIT!!
GET FIT!!
GET FIT!!GET FIT!!GET FIT!!

If you make your resolutions too athletic, 

then you won’t be able to keep up with them.
Jan. 1st

2015
Jan. 2nd

2015

GYM GYM

EC students set to break stereotypes of New Years’ Resolutions
Sarah Bollinger and Meredith Young
Staff  Writers

 Everyone knows that New Years’ reso-
lutions often don’t work out the way peo-
ple plan for them to. That’s why there is a 
full gym on January 1st and a practically 
empty gym the following day. These peo-
ple make the resolutions in hope of losing 
their extra belly fat from the holiday sea-
son, but they quit when it doesn’t happen 
right away. One must learn that one needs 
to work at something to get it done. Some-
times, New Years’ resolutions are resolved, 
as shown through select El Camino students.
 Freshman Jayla Perry states that her 
New Years’ resolution was to spend more 
time with her family. “I wanted to get clos-
er to my family and be able to talk to them 
about more things,” she said. Perry worked 
long and hard on her goals and slowly but 
surely got closer to family members by 
coming out to family parties and socializ-
ing, rather than sitting in her room and laying in bed. Her resolution was a success.
 For sophomore Danielle Harrison, her New Years’ resolution was to make 
the JV Volleyball team at the beginning of the school year. She practiced day 

and night and did club volleyball to work on her skills. When school rolled around, 
the tryouts began. She tried out and she nervously awaited the results. “By the 
end of the week, I was confident that I had made the team, and I had,”  she said.
 Like Harrison, Freshman Kellan Fisch’s resolution was to make a sports team as well: 

basketball. He practiced almost everyday, 
but not how one would think. Fisch played 
basketball on the Wii to get better so he could 
make the team. For him, it worked. He stat-
ed, “I thought I was the best in the world.” 
 Tryouts came along and he tried out 
alongside the other boys. He soon real-
ized that he wasn’t as skilled and began 
to worry by the time cuts came around. 
Because of his worries outweighing his 
abilities, he unfortunately did not make 
the team. “My dreams were crushed and I 
cried,”  he admitted. When asked what he 
could have done to have reached his goal, 
he said he could’ve played basketball at a 
park or somewhere else outside. His main 
New Year’s Resolution for 2015 is to start 
in his rugby games. Let’s hope he makes it. 
 Resolutions always seem like fake things 

that people say and give up on the next week. Nevertheless, some students at El Camino 
have really defied the odds and accomplished their dreams. So if one ever wants to 
go accomplish their goals, they will be accomplished by time and effort put into it. 
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‘Tis the season...to say farewell to 2014 and hello to 2015!
Things to leave behind in 2014
Mary Bawolski 
Advertisement Editor

EBOLA JOKES: 
Insanely comical, right? 
Do I actually have to say 
much more about this?: 

Twitter or Vine 
C e l e b r i t i e s : 
I would actually love to see another attractive 
teenager make a million dollars talking about 

a relatable problem, I really would.

FOOTWEAR: 
Out of all 2014’s fashion trends, our footwear this year 
is quite odd. Although I like that trends are getting 
comfier with leggings and big sweaters in right now, 
when did socks and sandals become a fashion trend? 
These shoes look you’re being strapped to an electric 
chair. If you’re not Jesus please don’t wear Birken-
stocks. Enough about the shoes, fashionable socks 
have gained a lot of popularity this year. Huf socks, 
for example are socks with marijuana leaves on them. 
What’s next? Cocaine socks that are just all white?

Dumb, MEANINGLESS Words: 
When you think of words such as swag, lowkey, and selfie do you 
even know what they mean? The word “swag” means a very con-
fident and typically arrogant or aggressive gait or manner. When 
it is used in slang, it can mean the way someone is dressed, or the 
way someone represents themselves. It’s even used to express ex-
citement, or tell someone they agree with their statement. Swag is 
so overused that it has no meaning.  In the same way, “lowkey” is 
used all over social media in various ways, and most of the time, 
it’s just used wrong. Lowkey means modest or restrained. The way 
people use it, it seems like it’s just an attempt to throw a fancy 
word in their sentence. In reality, it just makes you sound stupid.
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Most Memorable Events from EC Students
Jenner Anderson, Zoe Bonfield, Kyle Rairdon, and Ethan Sears  
Staff  Writer, Opinion Editor, Entertainment Editor, and Staff  Writer
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